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Abstract
Children of the 21st century are continually exposing
to multiple sources of electromagnetic field (EMF).
By past few years, low frequency between 50 to 60
Hz shows consistent evidences of childhood
leukemia(CL) and other epidemiological disorders in
European and other developed countries .This article
presents a systematic review of most cited studies
from developed countries those shed light on the
potential relation between childhood leukemia and
extremely low frequency electromagnetic field (ELFEMF). All the findings of articles critically
segregated as per human science scale like number of
samples, exposure duration, frequency range,
distance from the radiation sources, and location
during measurement of magnetic field density near
power lines. Some other significant effects of change
in protein expression, neurological studies are also
discussed in this work. The literatures of major
studies since last two decade is divided according to
pooled analysis /meta-analysis, residential zone
assessment and case-control studies.
It is very difficult to conclude common conclusion
from all the results due non-homogeneous case
control studies and complex exposure statistics;
however is an attempt to fill the gap between
electromagnetic field assessment and medical
exposure analysis. The majority of findings were
weakly associated with ELF-EMF and childhood
leukemia if magnetic field exposure level ≥0.3/0.4
µT. Most of the scientific outcomes show ambiguous
support for association with children’s health residing
near power transmission line. Wide discrepancy
between short-term exposure and long-term exposure
was observed during statistical analysis. However,
the long-term exposure effects may be repeated in the
highly populated and developing countries like India.
Hence, assessment, review and analysis of ELF-EMF
and its co relation with carcinogenic diseases is
highly essential to protect young generation from this
unknown future threat.
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1. Introduction
Modern society is continuously exposing to the
different degree of electromagnetic fields (EMF).
Initially, the sunlight, lightning and cosmic rays were
the only sources of natural EMF. We have added an
enormous amount of artificial electric field (E-field)
and magnetic field (H-field) in ambient environment
due to high power transmission lines (HPTL),
distribution line, electric gadgets, AM/FM/mobile
towers, cell phone etc. [1, 2]. By the past few years,
consistent epidemiological evidence demonstrates the
risk of childhood leukemia. Hence, IARC classified
the ELF in 2B category i.e. “possibly carcinogenic”.
[3,4]. The residents living in the proximity of
transmission line are feeling similar situation like
faradays cage where they always exposed to ELFEMF at 50 to 60 Hz. Hence, there is dire need to
monitor ELF as per the common standard guidelines
and identify future threat for young generation.
Childhood Leukemia occurred due to chromosomal
alteration and mutations in the regular cell growth.
This type of childhood cancer creates non-mature
growth of blood cell without control in
reproducibility of healthy cells. Most series of
accumulation turn genetic changes over a long time.
A wide variety of exposure factors are involved in the
development of this disease. In this critical review,
initial part introduces ELF and its standard
assessment methodology. Next part describes the
studies related to childhood leukemia and divided in
relation to pooled analysis / meta-analysis, residential
zone assessment and case control studies. Final part
highlights some physical ignored parameters that can
be analyzed without exposure statistic knowledge.

to expose of an electrostatic field. [15], conducted
impact assessment of magnetic field on 638
children’s bedroom for 24 hours, near the power
lines. They found direct proportionality equation
between the strength of magnetic field and the risk of
childhood leukemia. According to [16] the special
attention is required for children than adults because
they spare more time in the house. Consequent
effects were more vulnerable on minors compared to
adults. It was very difficult to conduct individual
research to identify biological effects of ELF. Hence,
similar secondary associative studies in same era had
been conducted. These studies were more complex
and heterogeneous case control studies. These can be
categorized into pooled analysis, residential zone
assessment and case control studies.

2. ELF-EMF and Methodology
Electromagnetic field is a combination of electric and
magnetic field oscillate perpendicular to each other in
the direction of energy propagation. The ITU
(International Telecommunication Union) has
categorized electromagnetic spectrum depending
upon their frequencies as extremely low frequency
(ELF-EMF), low frequency (LF-EMF) and high
frequency (HF-EMF) [5]. ELF-EMF are accessible in
the range of 1 Hz to 100 KHz, its natural sources are
tropical thunderstorm and geomagnetic activities,
while artificial sources are high power lines, power
grids, and electronic gadgets, electrical cables etc. [6,
7, 8]. The Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE) released standard guidelines for
ELF-EMF and included methodology for monitoring
whole frequency of radiations. Further International
Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection
(ICNIRP) reported their modified guidelines for
overload high-voltage power lines [9, 10]. Also
World Health Organization have endorsed for longterm exposure studies on ELF using ICNIRP
guidelines (WHO: www.who.int/emf) [11]. Hence,
both standard guidelines are adapted during scrutiny
of the work.

4. Pooled and meta-analysis
[17], approves the presence of an association between
H-fields and leukemia among people whose
residence surrounded by high voltage transmission
electric lines. When the OR(odd ratio) increased with
exposure of 4 to 10 mG, then risk also increased with
distance from 25m to 50m from transmission lines.
Their conclusions were collectively applicable for
adults as well as for children. [18], scrutinized the 15
studies from original individual data and pointed out
that the children exposed ˃ 0.3 µT has a higher risk
of leukemia. Most powerful attempt in pooled
analysis by [19] based on individual records from
nine studies, involves 3203 case and 10338 controls.
Given finding, suggested that the children with
exposure levels below 0.4 µT had no increased risk
while the children with exposures above 0.4 µT could
be relative risk of 2.0. A risk declining over time is
unlikely to arise from any physical effect of the
power lines and is more likely to be the result of
changing population characteristics among those
living near power lines. [20], in the cumulative metaanalysis of 19 studies concluded that with widespread
exposure to magnetic fields, there might be a 15 to
25% increase in the rate of childhood leukemia. [21],
carried out a pooled analysis of case-control studies
to examine nighttime residential exposures of ELFEMF and risk of childhood leukemia. Data from four
countries (Canada, Germany, UK and the US) were
included in the investigation, covering 1,842 children
diagnosed with leukemia and 3,099 controls. The
obtained results deny the hypotheses that nighttime
measures are more suitable. [22], presented a pooled
analysis on primary data from studies on residential
magnetic fields and childhood leukemia published
after 2000. The main analysis focused on 24-hrs
magnetic field measurements, and the results were
presenting relation between magnetic fields and

This literature research composed in the first quarter
of 2015 in reference of web of science (ISI)
knowledge and google scholar database. More than
50 Publications were selected that include a
conclusive interpretation of case-control studies,
meta-analysis, pooled analysis with EMF and its
biological relevance. However, the complete review
of biological and health effects was beyond the scope
of this paper. Complex exposure statistic is very
difficult to understand for electrical engineering
community. Hence the scientifically understandable,
non-biological, neglected physical parameters were
selected to link this study. The electromagnetic field
evaluation criteria such as exposure dose, assessment
duration, place of experiment, distance from source
and frequency range was focused during the selection
of articles.
3.

Relation between ELF-EMF and
childhood leukemia

First time reported an occurrence of childhood
leukemia in clustering methodology [13]. In 1979,
[14] carried out an epidemiological study to
understand exposure dose on houses using wire code
configuration. Numerous studies and opinions were
documented in the USA and European countries to
identify the relationship between ELF-EMF and
chronic diseases. These studies were critically
assessed in the area where human beings more prone
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childhood leukemia. All the pooled and meta-analysis
studies did not specify the common distance of the
transmission lines from receiver i.e. children or adult.
This commonly show the magnetic field density can
be restrict up to 0.3 -0.4 µT.

Kingdom Childhood Cancer in 2000 on 6770
residents near high voltage power lines did not found
any significant relationship with cancer. However,
the duration exposure was not mentioned during this
assessment [28]. [29], also suggested that distance
and exposure index was not interlinked with acute
lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL). However, magnetic
field from home appliances may have relation with
the both. [30], examine the causal nature and
biological basis of ELF electro-magnetic fields on
DNA damage response processes and childhood
leukemia. This study spurn the mechanistic
hypothesis that environmental ELF fields at relatively
high levels might be causally connected with excess
childhood leukemia. [31], did the largest study in this
field in England and Wales, there epidemiological
case-control study of 33000 children within an age of
0 to 14 years shows the distance of residence from
power lines was associated with risk of childhood
leukemia.

5. Residential zone assessment
[23], demonstrate their study in UK and Germany;
the distance from power lines is a poor predictor of
measured residential magnetic fields. On the basis of
this study, they conclude that the measurements of
residential magnetic field exposure misclassify the
findings that rely on distance alone. [24], inspects
potential of paternal occupational exposure and
childhood leukemia in Great Britain. A total of 16764
cases of childhood leukemia were identified. One
exposure group, paternal social contact, was
associated with total childhood leukemia; this
association remained significant when adjusted for
social class. The results showed some support for a
positive association between childhood leukemia risk
and paternal occupation involving social contact.
[25], estimated the ELF-EMF exposure distributions
using studies recognized in the existing works. On
the basis of that they conclude that according to the
current state of the evidence, residential exposure to
ELF-EMF may contribute to cases of leukemia in
children, but this contribution is relatively small.
Another exposure assessment by [26], in six
buildings at the different distance of Ota, Nigeria was
found to be above the safety limit by ICNIRP. So, the
people residing close to power lines are more
susceptible to health hazards.

A Japanese case-control study in an area populated
by 54% children, they analyze 915 case and control
children within age group of 0 to 15 years. A weekly
average magnetic field level was determined for the
child’s bedroom. The result provided by them shows
an additional support that risk of childhood leukemia,
particularly of ALL was associated with high
magnetic field exposure [32]. Likewise [33], carried
out a field study in Taipei City and Northern Taiwan
to explore the exposure of ELF-MF among children
at schools near high voltage transmission lines. The
result obtained shows that there was an extensive
range of exposures to ELF-EMF schools nearby
HVTL, and children during school hours have a
higher chance of leukemia. [34], also adopted the
same methodology in Iran, the residence within 500m
from High-Voltage Power Lines. The author
presented that residing within 500m from power lines
should be a factor in acute leukemia. [35], inspected
the association amid magnetic field exposure and the
existence of prognostic risk factors among 482
children identified with acute lymphoblastic
leukemia. By using a personal 24-hour magnetic field
meter measurements were obtained. There were no
leanings seen between increasing exposure of
magnetic field and the presence of adverse clinical
and tumor-specific prognostic factors. In the same
way[36], diagnosed a case-control study of childhood
leukemia cases in between 1990 to 1995 in five
Canadian provinces. They conclude that, although
there is some evidence, it is dubious to explain
entirely the relation of magnetic field exposure and
childhood leukemia entirely. [37], evaluated the
outcome of 60 Hz magnetic fields on acute
lymphocytic leukemia, this case–control study

The residential zone assessment studies mainly focus
on location of the residents, medical database of
leukemia cases, parental occupational contacts,
development of buildings below power lines etc. but
the other environmental interferences like conducting
surface, high frequency source, family population can
be change the radiation scenario in residential zone.
Some remarkable efforts made by Nigerian
researcher to explore the ill effects of low and high
frequency EMF radiations.

6. Case-control study
[27], studies 399 leukemia cases and 399 controls
selected for this assessment. Monitoring results of
24-hour bedroom magnetic field measurements and
48- hour personal EMF measurements were analyzed
to identify the exposure methodology. The OR (Odds
ratio) =1.72 compared with underground wiring, 95%
confidence interval 0.54-5.45. Their findings provide
little support for an EMF exposure risk. The
population-based study prepared by the United
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involved all cases 162 and controls 565. 24-hour
measurements in children rooms were taken. Overall
results refute the association of magnetic fields and
childhood leukemia.

It is a common opinion among the experts [46, 47,
48] that results obtained related to reproductive
problems like reproductive disturbance, risk of
miscarriage and pregnancy problem shows increase
in risk of reproductive disorders. The other biological
effect linked with exposure to ELF EMF was
reported in some studies such as, [49], piloted a
telephone survey of people living next to a
transmission line, and a control population casually
picked from telephone directories. They found higher
ratios of depression and suicide [50], among people
living next to lines. [51], occupational exposure to
low-frequency EMF was studied in 250 leukemia
patients and 261 brain-tumor cases and compared
with a control group of 1,121 from the mid-region of
Sweden. At 1,015 altered workplaces exposure
assessment were measured and agrees with the
assumption that occupational EMF exposure is a
hazard in the development of certain cancers.

Similarly in 2014, the case-control study of 53515
children from the national registry of childhood
tumors 1962–2008.The distances of mother’s address
at child’s birth to power lines at 132, 275, and 400
kV in England, Wales and Scotland [38]. [39],
examined role of newly constructed power line onto
the reported health issues. They investigated pre-tests
and post-tests on the peoples who were residing near
and far from the power lines. Based on their sex, age,
educational level and occupational status observation
the linear mixed model were fitted and concluded a
positive relation between health problems and new
power lines. Most of the case control studies end with
non-consistent but significant effects on different
cases and medical database. Many times these studies
were segregated based on odd ratio and confidence
interval. Some European researcher also tried
develops the exposure model for childhood leukemia.

[52], in one of the case control study the three
different categories of workers from electric utility
industries were selected to observe 29 types of cancer
symptoms. The exposure and dose rate were change,
they observed that the cumulative exposure effects of
magnetic field more than 90 % have elevated risk of
brain cancer however no association were found with
other categories of cancer. [53], accompanied a
mortality study of 21,236 men working in utility
companies in Denmark. The reason behind the death
of worker was find out in between 1974-1993, and
cause-specific death was analyzed. Their findings did
not support the hypothesis of a link between
occupational exposures to 50-Hz EMF. The excess
mortality from amyotrophic lateral sclerosis seems to
be linked with electromagnetic fields exposure above
average levels and may be due to repeated incidents
with electric shocks. Similar studied were conducted
on the children’s and their group in different
municipalities of Italy [54, 55], carried out a casecontrol study to find out residential exposure to
magnetic fields and the development of childhood
cancer in Colorado. 356 residents were identified and
in-home electric and magnetic field measurements
were taken under low and high power use condition.
The finding shows neither magnetic field nor electric
fields beneath high power were relating to cancer.

7. Other effects on children and adults
A survey based study on reproductive hazards of low
frequency EMF was conducted by [40], their study
includes 542 workers at Swedish power plants,
questionnaire prepared and 89% workers were
answer. Statistically a significant decreased in normal
pregnancy were observed due to increased occurrence
of congenital malformations, if father was a highvoltage switchyard worker. [41], conducted an
epidemiological study to discover the relation
between occupation and occurrence of brain tumor,
using the data from death certificate of 951 adults in
Maryland residents. The persons who worked in
electric or electronic industry and utility company
were found to experience a significantly higher risk
of primary brain tumors. [42], accomplish a casecontrol study of the 157 children who died from
neuroblastoma and 314 control who live births in
Texas. They reported that children were at
significantly high risk, whose father were electronic
worker [43]. [44], carried out a mortality based casecontrol study of childhood brain tumor with respect
to parent occupation, a comparative study of children
who died due to brain tumor were compared with
control children in Ohio. Their finding supports the
hypothesis that occupation of parents was a
significant aspect for childhood brain tumors.
Another study by the same methodology was also
done by Johnson and Spitz in Texas, and concluded a
high risk for fathers who were electricians [45].

A meta-analysis based on 14 different studies of
occupational exposure of ELF was carried out by
Garcia et al. Based on available epidemiological
evidences author acclaimed an association between
occupational exposures [56]. A pooled analysis from
10 studies of exposure to extremely low frequency
EMF and childhood brain tumors to evaluate the
relation in comparison with exposure of >0.1 µT
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magnetic field. Their result indicates a positive
relationship
[57].
[58],
exposed
human
neuroblastoma cell line to 2mT, 50 Hz magnetic field
for 3 hours .They found that ELF-EMF alter cell
morphology via changing protein expression. This
interesting outcome opens new door for neurology.

community during assessment are highlighted in this
section. The distance from transmission lines,
number of samples/cases, duration of exposure,
frequency range and geographical location of
assessment for magnetic field power density cannot
be neglected as they play the vital role in
environmental ELF-EMF assessment. As depicted in
table no.1. These parameters are assessable and
equally essential during the electromagnetic
assessment of studies.

8. Showing the association i.e. “Fifteen
years of study” on ELF-EMF & CL
In the above literature, certain important parameters
those were complex to understand for electrical

Location

Short conclusion( no. of citations)

In bedroom and
personal
monitoring
Children’s home

Little support for relation b/w
ELF and CL.(208)

24, 48

Vicinity of
transmission line

EMF ˂0.4µT no effect, ˃0.4µT
relative risk of CL.(704)

300-500

12, 24,
48

In the vicinity of
HPTL

positive relation between H-field
and CL (499)

33000

0-599

>48

Near HPTL

High risk of CL(301)

Kabuto et al.,
2006

312/603

NA

>48

In child’s
bedrooms

higher the risk of CL on
incrementing H-field(125)

Chung et al.,
2007

101/123

100

24

Inside classes in
school and child’s
bedroom

Children face EMF ˃0.4µT during
school hours(14)

Feizi and
Arabi, 2007

60/59

63-880,
100-1100

>48

at residence near
HPTL

within 500m the H field >0.45 µT,
may increase risk of CL(38)

UKCCS,
2007

3380/3390

40-600

>48

Near children’s
residence

Children living <200m have great
risk of CL than beyond 600m(191)

Foliart et al.,
2007

412

NA

24

Childs bedroom

No link with the presence of
defects in leukemic blast cells(5)

Schuz et al.,
2007

1842/3099

NA

24,48

Childs bedroom

no strong association(27)

Martha et al.,
2008

638/620

0-46

24

Child bedroom

medium risk of CL due to high
H-field of transmission lines(459)

Mezei et al.,
2008

399/399

NA

48 , 24

Near HPTL

Association of H-field and CL is
doubtful to explain.(18)

Study

No. of Sample
(cases/control
)
399/399

Distance
(m)
NA

Exposur
e Time
(Hr.)
48, 24

Kleinerman et
al., 1999

408/408

˂40m

>48

Ahlbomet al.,
2000

3203/10338

NA

Greenland et
al., 2000

12

Draper et al.,
2005

McBride et
al., 1999

34

neither distance nor exposure
index was related to risk of
ALL(56)

Maslanyj et
al., 2009

1835

0-500

24 & 48

child bedroom and
spot check

Misclassification render the
findings from studies that rely on
distance alone uninterpretable(31)

Kheifets et
al., 2010

10865/12853

NA

24

Pooled analysis

support the previous studies on
positive relation of H-field and
CL(97)

Filho et al.,
2011

162/565

50-600

24

Inside and outside
the houses

No strong relation between MF
and CL conclusion(14)

Keegan et al.,
2012

17793/16764

NA

24

Near power lines

Positive association between CL
and paternal occupation involving
social contact(12)

Grellier et al.,
2013

14132/9610

NA

>48

Inside homes

Poor relation with CL(25)

Bunch et al.,
2014

53515

0 -600

>48

Child’s residence

effect size was half of the effect
previously reported(20)

Adekunle et
al., 2015

10

2-12

12

The building near
HPTL

Increase risk of CL(0)

*ALL (acute lymphoblastic leukemia), *HPTL (high power transmission line), *CL (childhood leukemia), *NA (not
applicable/ reported).
Table 1: Showing the association of extremely low-frequency electromagnetic field and childhood leukemia from
different studies.
Although most of the studies have been carried out in
the western part of world and other developed
countries, population density of this region is very
less compared to eastern countries. Thus, some
studies have not mentioned the number of samples
i.e. cases and control selected during this analysis.
The secondary data representation in some analysis is
clearly mentioned and estimated trends of magnetic
fields as per distance hence it is difficult to neglect
no. of samples in their pooled analysis[18][22] [24]
[38].

analysis. Hence the statistical analysis of publication
year Vs samples quantity in Figure 1 shows
exponential year wise sample selection in all studies.
The sample selected during 1999-2006 was less
compared to 2007-2015. This may be due to increase
in of long term exposure studies and statistics for
assessment of epidemiological studies. However it is
very difficult to extract all the information in terms of
exposure statistic due to mixed sample selection. The
sample selection was user dependent hence that it
difficult to observe the repeatability.

In case control studies wide range of cases and
controls were selected in addition of all
samples/cases are considered during collection of the
data. In major case control studies equal and unequal
number of controls was selected. However, their age
group, body mass index, immunity against EMF is
not clearly revealed. Important constraint of the
above table is the number of samples. Unfortunately
no uniformity was observed during sample count for
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53515

23742

16764

727

23718

1835

626

851

4941
482

6770
119

33000

915

224

1000

408

399

10000

13541

100000

10

100
10
YEAR
Fig.1. Year Vs No. of sample

Hour

Duration of exposure is another critical parameter for
biological exposure assessment. The duration of dose
and exposure relationship still not yet cleared in
major case control studies of ELF-EMF. Time
interval between doses, frequency of ELF-ELM was
not commonly selected. Hence, it is observed that the
duration of exposure is varied from zero to 24, 48, ≥
48Hrs. No specific criteria were adapted for exposure

96
84
72
60
48
36
24
12
0

>48

48

48

>48

>48

duration. The Figure 2 depicts year wise exposure
dose trend. The limited exposure (24 Hrs & 48Hrs)
was not supporting the CL and ELF-EMF association
white long-term and continuous exposure. The CL
shows association with ELF-EMF observed in all ≥
48Hrs exposure studies. This shows importance of
long-term duration studies in order to identify the fair
link between EMF- ELF and childhood leukemia.
>48 >48

>48

48

48
24

24

48

48

24

24

24

24
12

1999 2000 2000 2000 2005 2006 2007 2007 2007 2007 2007 2008 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Year

Fig.2. Year Vs exposure dose (Hr.)
The objective of this analysis was to show year wise
trending of ELF-EMF research in association with
CL.
The complex biological exposure assessment
outcome from selected 20 studies had been divided
on the basis of general fair relation, poor relation and
no relation with CL. In the next step, among total the
small/non-clear association in all results was consider
under “No comment” category while complementary
conclusions were included in the “No support”
category as shown in figure 3. Total no. of cases
studied were 20 while 5 had declined any primary or
secondary correlation between ELF-EMF and CL.
with childhood leukemia. Hence, the results under
yes category are only representing “support for
association” to this correlation study. However it is
very difficult to confirm statistical exposure due to
lack of biological exposure database from authors.
This effort made to categories case control studies
outcomes.

6
1
Yes

No
comment

No

Fig.3. Association of ELF-EMF with CL
Major studies were carried out near transmission line,
homes, schools hence transmission lines were the
main source of ELF in the frequency of 50 to 60 Hz.
Distance taken during calculation of magnetic field
density was varied from 0-600m and some studies
have not mentioned the distance from source. Hence,
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it is very difficult to conclude common relation or
equation for further research.

Public awareness about electro-smog, heterogeneous
research activities can only give the better solution
for future generation.

9. Conclusion & Recommendations
The screening of the literature was collected and
provided very limited number of electromagnetic
parameters endpoints from the total database. All
important but unknowingly neglected parameters in
all studies were statistically analyzed to obtain the
correlation between number of sample, distance from
source and duration of exposure. But no co-relation
with the type of dose and duration of exposure found
in all studies. No clear relation observed between
specific source and childhood leukemia. Major
studies were conducted in the western and northern
part of the world however very little evidence of
study in the highly populated country like India. It is
very difficult to conclude statistical analysis or model
from the selected study. However among total studies
major studies were positively involved in association
between EMF and CL. The conditions found in
laboratory cannot replace the real- time outdoor
study. Hence the results obtained in this human
science scale may change due to inadequate expertise
in biological case control statistic. No common
distance from source was selected but majority of
findings were weakly associated between ELF-EMF
and childhood leukemia if magnetic field exposure
level ≥0.3/0.4 µT.
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